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If you use something that records data on an SD card often, such as cameras, drones and dashcams then getting footage from it can be in the chorus. Many modern technologies come with a variety of communication methods, including Bluetooth, NFC, USB and WiFi, but you can't always guarantee that older models
will often have fewer features. That's why many people have come to love WiFi enabled SD cards that allow you to quickly access your files and back them up without ever removing a card or adding a cable. On some models, they can automatically back up your data so that you never lose any precious memories from a
lost damaged card. Reviews can be a little mixed with these devices, and it's mainly due to compatibility issues, so I would like to use a company like Amazon to buy it so you can easily return it if you have problems. Toshiba FlashAir - from £28 to 117 Reviews with 3.6/5 Score Toshiba FlashAir is probably one of the
best know cards on the market, this is a fully integrated solution, so memory is built with options going from 16GB to 64GB The innovative Toshiba FlashAir SD card series comes with Wi-Fi built in, so data transfer to your workplace, tablet or smartphone is easier than ever. Save time on a photo shoot, instantly share
images or videos with friends, and enjoy the convenience of toshiba's leading technology. The 4th generation FlashAir even provides more flexibility with the built-in Eyefi Connected feature, which prevents the camera from automatically disabling when wirelessly connected to FlashAir. FlashAir has a mobile app for
Android and iOS that allows you to quickly view the content of an SD card or broadcast and share between devices. Launching an app on your device before taking new photos will allow you to automatically transfer everything to your phone while you're working. GuDoQi Ez Share WiFi SD Memory Card Adapter - £21 9
Reviews with 3.1/5 Ez Share score is another well-known brand, and it is an adapter, not the memory card itself. For me it would be better because it allows you to choose the memory size you want. Amazon's list specifically states that this is incompatible with: Canon(1D mark III), Nikon(D5200, D7100), Sony(A99,
RX1), Olympus (OM-D EM5). It also states that the product works with many SDHC compatible cameras from your favorite brands, including Canon, Casio, HP, Nikon, Olympus, Panasonic, Sanyo, Sony and others. Similar to a Toshiba card, you can enable autoplay to automatically transfer data from the camera to your
phone or other devices. Cablecc WIFI Adapter Wireless Memory Card - £20 No feedback There is no feedback on this, but this is one the cheapest options, so it may be worth considering. This is another adapter, so you can use your microSD card. PQI air Card 32GB MicroSDHC card with wireless MicroSD adapter – –
1 reviews with 5/5 score only one review, though with 5/5 and it's not cheap. This is another adapter card similar to the previous two. The PQI Air Card incorporates the latest Wi-Fi technology into a standard memory card that allows instant sharing at any time and anywhere without annoying wires. Regardless of
location, files can be moved immediately in a simple step without a computer or card reader, and fast file sharing will no longer be a problem. PQI provides unprecedented convenience, not seen in previous technologies. HoneybeeLY WIFI SD Adapter Card - £14 No reviews Cheapest batch option, but no feedback
another adapter, and this supports up to 128GB Canon WiFi Adaptor (dual card slot EOS camera) - £35 7 Reviews with 4.3/ 5 score This is specifically for dual card slot for EOS cameras, video and movie transmission, live video and remote shooting with Canon Wi-Fi adapter W-E1 EOS 7D MK II, EOS 5DS and EOS
5DS R cameras. However, it is well reviewed, so if you have one of these devices, it is worth considering. Overall Toshiba FlashAir seems to be the best option for Amazon at the moment, it easily has the most feedback, although they can be a little bulky, which is mainly due to compatibility with devices. Some cameras
have an eye fi setting, if that is, the card should work without any problems. The EZ part is also worth considering because it allows you to use existing cards, and gives you upgrade options in the future if you want something more. I won't rule out cheaper cards either, if it is sold on Amazon you always have a 30-day
repayment period if it doesn't work as well as you'd like. [Content Egg Module=Amazon Template=List] Image not availableColour: 4.7 out of 5 stars 590,234 4.6 of 5 stars 13,245 Visit the help desk or contact us © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates © 1996-2014,
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